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Here are my activities pertaining to “IYCPF 2019” after I returned to my city briefly:
1. Trip report presentation for board members of Tehran Peace Museum and my colleagues in Iranian secretariat and Tehran Peace Museum. (Sep. 1st)
2. Send trip report to Kashan municipality (the city that I gave a presentation about on Aug.7th) (Sep. 5th)
3. Hold meeting with youth group of Tehran Peace Museum (Peace Crane) and discuss and exchange ideas
about Japanese culture, A-bomb catastrophe, youth’s role in creating everlasting peace and humanity, read
“Hiroshima Appeal 2019” and talk with each other about it. (Sep. 8th)
4. Make “Wishes tree” and explain about our group (Peace Crane)’s goal for people in public places in Tehran
and ask them to write a peaceful wish on the “paper peace birds” and hang them from “Wishes tree” and
we gave them paper cranes as a gift. (Sep 19th)
In addition, Kashan’s mayor has invited me to have a meeting to talk about experiences in IYCPF
2019 and its goals and I’m going to go there soon.
On the other hand, I have talked a lot about my wonderful experiences in Japan and in fact I have
learned a lot from many aspects and as a result I have tried to transfer the main goals of “International Youth
Conference for Peace in the Future 2019, Hiroshima” and explained the necessity to ban the use of nuclear
weapons (and even chemical) all over the world, Japanese culture, Mayors for peace action plan (2017-2020),
Bon dance festival background, A-bomb and Peace memorial ceremony and its effect on me and many other
fantastic things that I saw in Japan for my family and friends thoroughly.
At the end I want to appreciate the organizing committee of IYCPF 2019 a lot.

